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Oldest College
Newspaper

: VOLUME 45 (Z-IOT)

iFestival Will
^Present Bach's
I B Minor Mass

EOlltnB
(Weekly Student Newspaper)

APPEARS IN RECITAL

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14,1940

Gretchen Cox and
Helen Moore In
Joint Recital
Third Faculty Program Held
Tonight; Hila Knapp Will
Accompany Violinist

iWeW Trained Chorus of 150
Voices Will Give Master
H Work at End of Month

an{i0pur
IMPORTANT NOTICE
The Inter-Racial Club Meeting, announced on the weekly
calendar for tomorrow evening,
February 15, will be held tonight, at 7:30, in Dr. France's
room in Lyman. Reports of the
committees will be heard at this
time, and a budget made out
for the year. All interested are
urged to attend.

Support
Rollins Sandspur
Advertisers

(Complete Campus Coverage)

"Night Must Fall" Provides Founders' Week
Psychological Strip-tease Will Open with
Good Acting, Directing, and
Lighting Contribute Much
to Production's Success

Full Calendar
Program of Events Will be

By JESS GREGG
Most Diverse in Years;
"Night Must Fall" is one of this
Helen Moore, pianist and GretFebruary 24 is Alumni Day
reviewer's favorite plays, and Dudchen Cox, violinist, who will appear
ley Darling, one of his favorite
in joint recital tonight at 8:15 in
young
actors.
Ordinarily
this
statethe Annie Russell Theatre are both
ment would wilt any review, havlisted among the high-ranking aring told too soon the content of the
tists in the South.
article. Fortunately — or is it
The
major
portion
of
Helen
k
unfortunately ? — there must be a
High-lighting the winter term,
Moore's American training has
few nagging footnotes because this
been under the direction of Olga
criticism will be a tapestry of petit the annual Rollins Founders' Week
will begin Tuesday, February 20
Samaroff, Stokowski and James Central
•li Winter Park will assume a posiFlorida Orchestra
points.
and continue through Tuesday,
Friskin in the Juilliard School of
tion of major importance in the
Mr. Emiyn Williams' habit of
Will Give Second Program
GRHCHLM COX
February 27. The program for the
Music, where she held' a fellowworld of music this season due to
writing is a happy one. He has a
of Season Tuesday Night
week's activities, being perhaps the
ship four consecutive years. Abroad
^ h e performance here of the greatfluid pen and a tendency for short
most
interesting and diverse yet
she
studied
under
Isador
Philipp,
''^est of all choral works, Bach's
soliloquies which are so colorful, so
The Central Florida Symphony
presented, will include the famed
and graduated with highest honors
DUDLEY DARLING
Mass in B Minor, which will be givexquisitely worded that they rise
"Rollins Animated Magazine," a
from the Conservatoire Americain Orchestra under the direction of
s.en in its entirety at the Fifth Anout of the oft-times clumsily writAlexander Bloch will present its
dramatic production
of "You
in Fontainebleau, France.
nual Bach Festival on February
ten play like islands. Certainly it
Can't Take it With You" by the
Miss Moore's recitals have tak second concert of the year Tuesday
29th and March Ist in the Knowles Program to be Presented at
was a mistake to bill the play as a
evening, February 20, at 8:15 in
Rollins
Student
Players,
the
Founden
her
to
the
Middle
West.
She
has
Memorial Chapel at Rollins Colmurder mystery. It had none of
Winter Park High School played extensively in the Eastern the Winter Park High School Auers' Day Convocation, and many
lege. This will be the first time that
the elements of such. Murder there
States, and has appeared with or ditorium. The first half of the pro- Charter to be Presented to was, certainly, but mystery there other events of equal interest; the
this great masterwork has been
complete program being as follows:
In all successful players there chestras in New York City. Asso- gram will be broadcast. Miss
given in the South and Winter
bel Ritch of the Rollins College Central Florida Association was none. The play was more of
Tuesday, February 20
Park will share a distinction with is something of the magician and ciate professor of piano in the Rol
a psychological strip-tease. Bit by
4:00 P. M. ~ Lecture, "SwinConservatory of Music, she Conservatory will be the soloist
the greater musical centers of the so true is this in the case of Cor
The first Phi BeU Kappa Asso- bit the tortured soul of a charming
burne", by Charles A. Steel. "Liternelia Otis Skinner that Time mag
all the principal cities with the orchestra.
world.
misfit
was
uncovered,
crashing
to
a
ciation
in
Central
Florida
will
reThe program is both outstanding
ary Rebels" Series. Woman's Club.
Few cities can boast of a chorus azine once referred to her as "t of the State, and some neighboring
from the point of true musical ceive its charter at a meeting held superb climax.
Open to the public.
sufficiently well trained to attempt top notch sorceress". Without any States, during the Winter months,
In all cases of the three princiquality and of vital, timely signi- in the Woolson English Building
the B Minor Mass and the 150 sel- thing "up her sleeves" and without She has made four concert appear8:15 P. M. Concert by the Symon
Saturday,
February
17,
at
8:15.
pals,
the
acting
was
uneven.
At
use of mirrors, Miss Skinner ances in Havana, Cuba, where her ficance in modern cultural histry,
ected voices which have been rephony Orchestra of Central Florida
The work of the Finnish composer, Dr. Albert Shaw, editor of "Review moments it was breath-takingly
hearsing every week under the di- can make her audiences see a doz- "unusual ability" was lauded by thi
at Winter Park. Soloist, Mabel
of
Reviews",
and
one
of
the
ten
brilliant,
the
next
moment,
blurred.
with its intnse, national feeling,
press.
rection of Professor Christopher en, a score, a hundred people
senators of national Phi Beta KapOften true was this of Mr. Dar- Ritch, contralto. Alexander Bloch,
Miss Cox received her training will bring to music lovers a poig- pa, will present the charter to the ling. It is unfortunate for this re- conductor. High School Audi0 . Honaas constitute the foundae stage with her in the course of
nant realization and appreciation
with such world famous artists
tion of the Festival. In addition ot
I evening.
Central
Florida
Association
which
view
that we saw both Emlyn Wil- torium. (50c to $2.00).
Max Bendix, former concert master of the heart and soul of the lit- has over one hundred members, liams and Robert Montgomery play
the organ accompaniments of ProIn Miss Skinner's original
Wednesday, February 21
tle country now struggling in brave
fessor Herman F. Siewert, there dem monologrues which she will of the Chicago Symphony Orchesincluding
twenty-five
from
the
Rol4:00 P. M.—Lecture by Senora
the
dreamy
killer. By any means,
but apparently hopeless desperawill be a small orchestra of play•esent at the Winter Park High tra, Theodore Spiering, S. Jacoblins faculty and forty-five in the Mr. Darling does not suffer in Isabel de Palencia of Spain, author
tion
to
preserve
its
hardearned
ers, eight of whom are especially School auditorium on Friday night sohn .Gordon and Leon Sametini,
University Club of Winter Park.
comparison except for one thing. and diplomat. Auspices, the Spangraduated from the Chicago fi'eedom.
trained in Bach's music, who will at 8:15, as an event of the Annie
Professor Wattles of Rollins is The accent was conspicuous by its ish Institute of Florida. Woman's
Miss Ritch, singer of rare abilicome down from the Curtis Insti- Russell Series of Rollins College, Musical College with a teacher's
president of the Association, Dr. absence. The part is so well known Club. (75c; teachers and students,
ty,
and
personal
charm,
will
be
actute of Music in Philadelphia-! Tht this gifted actress not only as- certificate. She was head of the vioAllen of Stetson is vice-president, now, that to play Danny without 25c.)
orchestra consists of the following sumes a half dozen or more parts. lin department a t Southwestern companied by the orchfestra in and Reverend Mr. Bram of San- an accent is like playing Hamlet
7:30 P. M.—Annual Dinner of the
members: Flutes, Burnett Atk
She surrounds herself with any College in Winnfield, Kans., for two arias from the great operas, ford is the secretary- treasurer. with a long white beard. Despite Spanish Institute of Florida honoryears, and has appeared in first Brangaene's "Ruf," or "Warn- Most o fthe members present will this Mr. Darling with his sinister,
son, Britton Johnson; Oboes, John number of arresting figures—now
ing Senora Isabel de Palencia. Mrs.
ts throughout tbe United ing" from Wagner's "Tristan and come from Stetson and Rollins, al- velvet movements and magnificent
Delancie, First oboe, Penny Bau- comic, now tragic, always alive
Sanford Bissell, chairman. College
Isolde" and secondly "My Heart
States.
man; Trumpets, James Tamburini, and exciting. •
though the Association's member- voice was superb. His description Commons. Open to the public.
Joseph Fischer; Viola, Jerome Lipplaying has gained admira- at Thy Sweet Voice," from Sam- ship is not limited to college fac- of the murdered woman was more (2.50. Reservations through Mr.
From the frothy comedy of *'An
son
and
Delilah"
by
Saint-Saens.
son ; Bassoon, Sanford Sharof f. American Girl on a French Tele- tion wherever she has appeared for
ulties.
brillantly done than the other pro- M. A. Kilvert, telephone 431.)
The Cesar Franck Symphony,
The orchestra has been trained by phone" she goes directly to the its notable beauty and clarity of
Dr. Oscar Voorhees, for the last fessional portrayals we have seen.
7:30 P. M.~Organ Vespers. HerMr. Tabuteau, first oboist of the gloomy hopelessness of "Hotel tone, and her superb mastery of unique among the distinguished
thirty years historian and general He knew the struggle in the soul of man F. Siewert, F.A.G.O., organBelgian
composer-musician's
work
Philadelphia Symphony and gen- Porch", taking a complete change technique.
secretary of the national society, Danny and he let the audience know ist, assisted by Walter H. Tramperally recognized as the first obo- of "cast" and "scenery" with her—
Miss Cox will be accompanied in in this form, will bring the second will give the main address at this it, too.
ler, violinist. Knowles Memorial
ist of the country.
elements which the audience sees in
ir numbers by Hila V. Knapp, program to a fitting conclusion. It meeting for the presentation of the
Barbara Brown, making her de- Chapel.
work of recognized internationMme. Elizabeth Schi
the perfection of tlie mind's eye. pianist.
charter to the Alpha chapter of but with the Players, is a personThursday, February 22
al
fame
and
perfection
in
its
field,
ternationally famous soprano, heads
Pierne
Her portrait of the mother rash- Sonata, Op. 36
10:30 A. M.—Lecture, "India and
marked by sympathetic treatment central Florida. Invitations are ex- ality and a delightful looking one,
the quartet of soloists which in- ly essaying her son's arithmetic
Allegretta
The quality of her voice is the British Dominions in the Wars.
of detail and repetition of thematic tended to all members of the Key
cludes Miss Lydia Summers, con- problem and then attempting to
Allegretto tranquillo
m and rich, but we believe ex- Can the British Commonwealth
fragments, and a sweep that is re- and Phi Societies of Rollins, the
tralto, who recently sang the B. conceal her ignorance from him is
Andante non troppo-Allegro
garded as majestic and plastic, Torch Society at Stetson, and to perience and a few more years will Endure?", by Dr. John Martin.
Minor Mass with the New York sharply etched but the presence of
Miss Cox and Mrs. Knapp
mbers of national Sigma Xi and teach her the advisability of a va- High School Auditorium. (CollecOratorio Society, Arthur Kraft, Junior on the stage is just as clear. Variations and fugue on a theme with notable perfection of balPhi Kappa Phi. In case the gather- •iety of voice textures. They are tion.)
ance in the tonal treatment.
tenor, distinguished dean of Bach
by Handel
Brahms
When Miss Skinner first acted
is too large for the Woolson is important as the expressions on
2:45 P. M.—Music Appreciation
"Finlandia," Sibelius has proBingers with many Bethlehem Fes- her "Wives of Henry VIH" one obMiss Moore
Hour. Illustrated discussion of the
duced a Symphonic poem for the Building the meeting will be held at he face, at which she is so adej
tivals in his record, and David Bliar server pointed out that the piece Slavonic Dance in E Minor
the
Annie
Russell Theatre.
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 4)
Fifth Annual Bach Festival proMcClosky, baritone ,who has been brought to life seven historical por__
Dvorak-Kriesler orchestra that is said to have program, by members of the Rollins
^a frequent soloist with the Boston traits. In addition to the six ill- Scherzo Tarantelle
Wieniawski voked such enthusiasm in its naConservatory faculty. Dyer Metive land that originally the Rusteymphony Orchestra and other destined wives of the much wedded
Miss Cox
morial. (60c.)
overlords
prohibited
its
perTleading musical organizations. Mr. monarch, the king himself is on La Puerto del Vino
Debussy
8:15 P. M.—Dramatic Production,
formance.
It
is
a
living
nationalisKraft sang the St. Matthews Pas- the stage. Although he speaks not
from Preludes Book II
"You Can't Take It With You", by
tic piece, suggesting the rigorous
sion in 1938 and again in 1939 at a line, he can be seen in bold and Jardins sous la Pluie from
the Rollins Student Players. Annie
hardships
of
Finnish
life,
their
his
I the Winter Park Festival and Mr. obscene outline under Miss SkinEstampes
Debussy
tory of revolts and revolutions, and (Further letters from co-ed Lola who says my form is getting bet- Russell Theatre. (50c to $1.00.)
McClosky was soloist here last
s craftsmanship. It is this gift Ou L'entend une Vieille Boite
ter and better.
Friday, February 23
the picturesque landscape of the LaRue to Miss Rubye Delle)
year.
which has won her the title of "the
A Musique
de Severac
Love and k.
10:00 A. M.—Adjourned Meeting
The Winter Park Festival has
By JESS GREGG
; single attraction of the Fantasie in F minor, Op 49, Chop: northern clime.
Lola
of the Board of Trustees. Conferwon recognition for its high artis- American theatre".
The famous melody from the Dear Rubye,
fliss Moore
P.S.
ence Room, Knowles Memorial
tic plane of achievement from
middle section has been adopted as
If you want to no why I did not
many of the foremost authorities
the Finnish National Anthem. The anser your last letter its because I
My Dere I went to a wedding the Chapel.
and music lovers from all parts of
composition is being played every did not ever receive it, and besides other day between Grase Tairy
1:00 P. M.—Luncheon honoring
the country attend the performwhere in the United States this I did not like some of the things it who is also Sue's sister and Nelson Irving Bacheller and marking the
ances. Entirely non-profit in its
year as a tribute to the Finnish infurred. I took it for granite that Marshull, and my dear I was knee- twentieth anniversary of the estaborganization, there are no tickets
people and as an expression of you wonuld stand up for me when deep in emoshun, becaus it was sc lishment of the Ii"ving Bacheller EsIsold at the door of the Chapel, and
my couzin Vyvyanne LaMarr sed beautyful and I swore I would have say Contest for Florida High
es her colonies, she cannot hope to sympathy in their struggle.
By SHERRY GREGG
|the expenses are met by sponsors
the only course I was taking a t col- hundreds of weddings becaus wed- Schools. Mr. William F. Yust chairOf great interest to students and say with any force that Germany
ho subscribe $10 and receive two
lege was the Downward course. You dings are devine and love is devine man. Dubsdread Country Club.
shall not go into Austria, Czech'
friends
of
Rollins
was
the
informal
rds of admission for each of the
know
I am taking french and and babies are devine, and Dr. Holt Open to the Public. ($1.00. Reseroslavakia,
and
Poland.
No
country
performances, but have no talk given in Knowles Memorial
Shakespire an modurn dancing, but merried them. Well i was jest vations through Mr. Yust, teleChapel by Ramoa Ela Sicar from has any right to hold another counther financial obligation.
I never even herd of the coarse she overwhelmed with sediment and phone 244-W.)
try; that is what we fought for in
Alahabab,
India,
on
the
current
eco
Festival Committee is comour war for independence, so to be Poem is Adapted as One-act menshuned and dont no who teeches the milk of human kindness, and at
4:00 P. M.—Twentieth Anniversed of prominent residents of nomic and religious situation in In
the end of the saramony everyone
Play for Weekly Program it.
consistent we must sympathize
sary Program of the Irving Bachel- •
inter Park who are endeavoring dia. Miss Sicar is speaking to col
My dere, modurn dancing is de- was kissing the bride, so I went up ler Essay Contest in Florida Hiswith India. Although this seems to
increase the appreciation for leges and universities all over th(
and
kissed
the
groom,
and
then
it
The Rollins Radio Hour under the vine. I sed to Hill Hagner the
be anatonalist point of view, the
tory. Joshua C. Chase, chairman.
Ae finest music by establishing a country to acquaint them with the
Indians do not stop there. They be- direction of Professor Harry Pierce, other day The more I see of Deedy seemed a god idea so I kissed the "Gate o' the Isles." Open to the
^ach Festival which will give the aims and hopes of the East Indian
lieve that the colonial system must presented a one-act play, "Sunset", the better I like her, and Hill sed ushers and Dr. Holt and Aldun Public. (In case of rain, the proSouth a musical event of equal im- people. She is the general secre
be broken all over the world—that adapted for radio from one of Ten- I've seen her in her costume and Manchester and two other people gram will be held in the Annie RusMrtance to that of the famous tary of the Christian Students ir
trade should be on an equal basis nyson's poems, Monday, February know just what you mean. I mean I did not quite know.
sell Theatre.)
5ethlehem Festival. Due to the ad- India.
for all people. It is the people who 12. Students participating where Deedy teaches us all about posturDont you jest love weddings? I
8:15 P. M.—Concert by the NaMiss
Sicar
stated
that
because
of
iitional expense of bringing solo
have accepted colonization that are Caroline Sandlin, Charlotte Stout, ity which I used to think ment it sed to Gladys Evoy. No she sed. tional Symphony Orchestra. Dr.
n strumental ists to Winter Park the snobbish air taken by the text
responsible for this new war be- Joan Jenkins, Everett Farnsworth, was jest around the corner. I they are just like funerals exsept Hans Kindler, conductor. Annie
ihis year the Committee is devot- books in America about the culture
George Estes, and James Dean.
mean we do the kind of dancing Mr. you can smell your own flowers. Russell Series. High School Auditween Germany and the Allies.
>dly working to increase the list and advances of India, we do not
The preceding Monday, the Rol- George Bernard Bromberg and the Well her sinusizm made mee feel torium. (75c to $2.50.)
When asked about the type of
tf sponsors and extend a cordial understand the change t h a t has
lins Hour presented a mock trial Shuberts wood be agas at, but it •jected and down in the mouth at
government
which
the
Indians
Saturday, Feb. 24—Alumni Day
come
over
India
in
the
last
few
nvitation to those' who wish to
culshural. I mean Deedy wants le pit of my stomuk. None the
Registration at the Alumni Offyears. Our books tell the same should adpot, she replied, "The by Jury. The defendant was the
telp by subscribing.
ABC fraternity. It seems that the
do an epic in witch we girls less I rote Mr. Fawcett that nite ice, Pinehurst Hall.
The first of the three perform- thing they told our mothers and principle of democracy will be carfraternity
car
had
been
stolen
and
wood
be
cogs
in
a
great
mashine,
and
confessed
my
tail
of
woe.
Gentried
out.
Perhaps
it
will
not
be
1:30 P. M.—Forty-second Annual
inces of the Festival will be on grandmothers. In reality there has
later wrecked, damaging another and she says Lola I will let you ley hinting, I told him that all tho Luncheon-meeting of the Rollins
Thursday afternoon, February 29, been a great change. Uppermost in the democracy of France, England,
•, whose owner had subsequently dance the part of a screwloos, be- I did not mind the presense of his College Alumni Association, Rex
it 3 P. M. and will comprise the the mind of every Indian is the and America—^for communism is
;
I
guess
she
recanizes
my
danwife,
or
being
in
one
of
those
interbrought
suit
against
the
fraternity.
scientically
sound.
The
course
will
Beach, '97, president. Joseph C.
Hotet, "The Spirit Also Helpeth great desire to be free from the
sing ability, becaus after all my nal triangles, I did think he should Lincoln, hon. '35, guest of honor
Js"; Cantata No. 18, "For As The ;onomic tyranny of Englnad. In- be definitely socialistic, but no dic- The jury awarded damages to the
dans with the detachable orchids is chews between us, becaus you can and speaker. College Commons.
^ i n Cometh"; Final Chorus from la feels that there is no country tator. It would not be right to plaintiff, on the grounds that the
known
all
over
Broadway.
I
mean
not obey two masters, and you can ($1.00. Reservations through Mrs.
hich goes into another for altru- change British capitalists for In- fraternity had been negligent in
H. Matthews Passion in memoriam
leaving the car where it could be this is wonderful for my postur be- have only one wife at a time which Emily Webster, telephone 229-W.)
0 the late Dean Charles A. Camp- tic reasons and India stands to dian capitalists."
a law called Monotony.
The first step the new govern- so easily stolen. Don Riddle played caus I am lerning to sit down with
2:30 P. M.—Dramatic Produclell. On Friday afternoon at 3 P. lose. One half of the people in
body up in the air, and place my
Well Mr. Fawc. took this jest di- tion, "You Can't Take It With You",
4. Part 1 of the B Minor Mass will India live on less than 25c a month, ment would have to face would be the role of the prosecuting attorney; Ralph Harrington was the at- back agenst a wall and then walk vinely, and sent me a sweet letter by the Rollins Student Players.
to
provide
food
and
shelter
for
the
impossible standard of living
sung-, and in the evening a t 7:30
away
from
it,
and
strech
my
abomcheck,
and
I
sent
back
the
torney for the defense; Bob WhisAnnie Russell. Theatre. (50c to
th even in India. This is because Eng people. Education also is a prime
he second part conclud;
letter saying on it goodby for ever, $1.00.)
ton played the judge; and members inable mussels.
"Dona Nobis Pacem" a most land takes the cream away from essential. 90 per cent of the popuWell my dear I must go for my I and then he rote asking what 11
of the debating class made up the
eautiful and appropriate prayer India, and leaves nothing. She also lation are illiterate. England p r o
4:00 P. M.—Annual Alumni Megolf lessin with Morrie Casparagus, 1 Continued on Page 2, Col. 5) |
jury. .
|or peace.
said that until England relinquish-' (Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 2)

Symphony Concert
Directed by Bloch
TolBe Presented

•Orchestra, Soloists,
Organ Assist Choir

\.

Holt and Grover Edit
"Animated Magazine"

Cornelia Skinner to
Give Sketches Friday

Phi Beta Kappa to
Hold First Meeting

Lola Ands her forte in modern dancing and
drayma; gets sedimental at devine wedding

Native woman gives lecture on precarious
situation in India under rule of Britain

Radio Hour Presents
Tennyson's "Sunset"

ROLLINS

SnUt«0 ^an&0pur
Published

Weekly

by Undergraduate

Students

of Rollins

Ptssocioted Cblle6iate Press

Tar Dust

SANDSPUR

Reviewer Commends
"Night Must Fair
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
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FOOTNOTES
By J A N E MILLER
A lot of the people we know are
heartily American in their aversion to overpraise of artistic production. They go the whole hog,
in fact, where damning with faint
praise is concerned. Not a word of
commendation for a fine piece of
a r t have these difficult creatures;
but, on the other hand, they are
connossieurs of condemnation. You
may, if you're a few betters than
good, draw forth from them a reluctant monosyllable that sounds
faintly acidulous scuppernongs instead. To resort to stinky-pinkyisms, a praise daze is one form of
verbal intoxication that the crea-

mind, only a beautiful horror, a
terrible charm which we could not
shake off any more than Olivia
Grayne could. I t was a shock to us
when the last curtain fell and the
lights glowed on again.
It isn't necessary to be a drama
critic to realize that such playing
is true acting. We read somewhere
once that poetry demands a terrible
sincerity; and we believe
true also of acting. To really act
you must lose yourself in being
wholly another for a few hours.
That is what Dudley Darling managed to do with the role of Dan.
In fact the sincerity of Dud's acting was so overwhelming that
have begun to wonder if perhaps
the pleasant person we have seei
walking around in D. Darling':
s not Dudley a t all but ra
ther a mask for a secretly vicious
homicidal being. This has so disturbed us that we cannot get usee
to Dudley's being pleasant and unpathological just as always. We
fully expect to see him sneaking

EXHIBITION OF FLOWER
PRINTS
Beginning on Thursday afternoon, February 15th, and continuing until the first of March
there will be an exhibition of
flower prints, old and new, at
the Rollins A r t Studio on Ollie Avenue. Owners of interesting prints are invited to contribute to the loan section of the
display. Hours: 4 to 5 daily,
with the exception of Saturday
and Sunday.

For an actress as young as Miss
Brown, her perfect understanding
of the restless frustration of plain
Olivia Grayne was amazing. With
Member: Win ter Park Chamber 0 '. Commerce Florida Intercollegiate Prea Association
Miss Brown, Miss Russell and Miss
TELEPHONE 187
Fairbanks Avenue at Interlacli
Publication Ojjice
Graves on hand the Winter Park
audiences are in for some pleasant
moments.
National Advertising Service, Inc.
College Publishers Representative
As the crochety hypochondriac,
Mrs. Bramson, Rose Dresser fulfilled all our expectations. From her
first line she established herself,
I (I2weeks), $2.50
Subscription Price: By i
where in tbe United States $1.50 i
r $3.00 for the full college j
working up into her superb and difknew till now is how
S. Sholley . . . usually super-jolly ficult Third Act in which she alone
. the post office :
holds the stage for five minutes. tres never know.
Florida, under the act of March 3. 187<
could contemplate
Altho we were disappointed that
the awful fate . . . of suicide!
We'd like t o have taken our
EDITORIAL STAFF
a most humorous and character- loffing acquaintances, the whole
It begins to get tedious to look
Dud's stride
at the papers each day and see
J O H N H . BUCKWALTER, I I I
Editor in "Night Must Fall" was really indicating bit of action was not
captious pack of them, around to
stressed
—
Mrs.
Bramson
popping
about the same news all the time,
D E J A Y SHRINER
News Editor
killing . . .
Annie Russell Theatre last Friout of her wheel chair and stalking day night to see Dorothy Lockbut may that day never come when
J E F F E R S O N KENNEDY^ JR.^ T E D PITMAN
Sforts
Editors and the cig Pall Mall
over to fetch her chocolates—(Miss hart's production of "Night Must
reports from Finland may be dif.
JANET JONES
Feature Editor is becoming a pet
Dresser staggered a la Elizabeth Fall". We believe that for once
ferent from those ever since the
NORINE FARR
_
Cofy Editor in the cigarette
Barrett) we have no fault to find they would have been nonplussed,
war began. I refer to the comA L D I N E BAKER, BETTY DE GIERS
^
Society
Edi
world . , . and the Kappa dance
with her. The fear and terror she
muniques t h a t keep repeating that
T O Y SKINNER, GLORIA Y O U N G
Girls
Sforts gave Babe a chance
think they'd have aroused
Finns are defeating the RusA L D E N MANCHESTER, GLADYS EVOY
Headlines to show that grasshopper step . . . created as the woman alone, spi- themselves to a few more than feeralled around this critic's spine un- ble cheers.
sians a t every turn. This past week
P A U L H A L E Y , BETTY W I N T O N
Proof
Editors
the rep
some nice old lady
has been no exception. Unofficial
of Prof Dexter is considerably dam- til he found sitting still practically
Because
it
was
an
important,
as
impossible!
pillow one of these days.
estimates of Soviet equipment lossper . . . Deedee
Frank Bowes, Betty Can
Farr, Nat Felder, Norwell as thrilling, thing that happ'
ck Goodspeed, Betty ]Hall, Paul Haley, Dick Kelly,
lly, Aid
Alden Manchester
wick
The other performanci
625 tanks and more than I'-'
The most dangerous part an ac- ed'"beWn"c"urta
Montgomery, Lynn Naught, IDonald Ogilvif wanted to turn camper a week or
Robertt Matthews, Frances Montgo:
and curJane Anne Sholley, Hest
Laura Ripley, Ruth Schoenaman,
Schoenan
"Night Must Fall" were equally 330 planes. We do not know the
so
ago
.
.
.
tor
can
play
is
a
bore.
Hubert
Lau
tain fall at the Annie Russell TheaWilliam Terhune, Bud Waddell,
splendid. Mrs. Rose Dresser made accuracy of these reports, but we ^^
which all goes to show that these
well-written bore — and tre last weekend. I t was a
FEATURE WRITERS
kids of
a well played one. I t is a rather thing such as happens only when such a monster of Mrs. Bramson do know that except for half-heartJess Gregg, Sherry Gregg, Jean Holden, Peggy Hudgings, Jack Liberman,
Sara McCasslin, Jane Miller, Mary Ann Wilson
Terpsichore
left-handed compliment to say that people love something,the drama that we didn't for an instant, mind ed efforts the Russians have not '^'^
are not cut out for
Rhea Smith bored me extremely in this instance, and understand Dan's murdering her. Not for a denied these figures. Here in the t^
SPORTS WRITERS
long time shall we forget the un- United States efforts being made f^
Charles Arnold, Cecil Butt. Robert McKennan, Robin Rae, Alfred Roose- an easy life . . . what's that grea- ^well. I did not like Mr. Laurie
it a t t h e same time. W e bel
velt, Richard wesson
Congress t o allow a loan to be R^
will have to have a long talk with that Dorothy Lockhart herself has nerving suspense of the scene in
sy knife
ASSISTANTS
Mr. Smith before I can disentangL always understood the drama as which Mrs. Bramson, alone in her made to the Finns are meeting with fiiii
Dejay branishes around ?
Shirley Bowstead, Pat Guillow. Barbara Northen, Arax Ehramjian
cottage, made the still night dread- success. President Roosevelt brand- t^
him from the bromidic Mr. L.
couples abound . . . and Cupid
well as loved it and that, this time,
In minor parts, Helen Bailey she was fortunate in finding other ful with her stark cries of "Danny". ed Russia as an absolute dictatorBUSINESS STAFF
found
grabbed the laughs with the excel- persons who did too. Dudley Darl- Or Barbara Brown's masterly om- ship. This is very surprising since
J O H N GIANTONIO
Business
Manager a few new hearts
lent portrayal as Mrs. Terrance, the ing, for example, and Mrs. Rose inous penetration of the enigma Russia is officially a friendly naM. K. HARMON, J R
Advertising
Commissioner for his sharp darts
vinegar-veined cook. No one who Dresser and the aniazingly mature of Dan to which she a t last suc- tion, recognized for the first time ifc
R I T A COSTELLO
Circulation
and the Chi 0 Dance
cumbed herself. Or Helen Bailey's in its present form by the present fe;
JANE RITTENHOUSE
Assistant
Circulation
this Sattidy . . . could, just by has seen Jean Holden before can Barbara Brown.
robust delivery of the insinuative administration. Mr. Roosevelt once Uir
question her acting ability, and for
chance . . .
"Night Must Fall" is the kind lines which Emlyn Williams was said t h a t while we as a nation it!
the
most
part
she
upheld
her
repuESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
make some of the timid ones
of play dramatically bankrupt thoughtful enough to inject into could remain neutral, the people p tin
tation. She clicked, despite an acUnassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many bolder . . .
companies should shrink from. I t an otherwise humorless play.
of the United States could not be (ba
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name a cold shoulder . . . ( and an in-cent which was not always smooth. takes talent as well as stamina to
expected to think neutrally. I agree ^ki
Henry Jacobs played with sincerjured one)
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a feer,
Every scene, every line, every
last through anything so superbly
th him, in that a private indi- sof
ity, and Virginia Shaw was amuswonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation: all these will be to those who shun
sustained. Even remembering lum- minor touch betrayed the fine vi- vidual of this country can call any »#
ing
in
her
few
moments.
We
don't
all~collich-affairs . . .
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of
inous Lockhart productions of the brant direction of Dorothy Lock- country or person what he thinks, :oars
know who took the part of the judge
our prayers
the .Sandsfur.
past, we were slightly startled hart. Had she not known how to but as leader of 130 million people, isisti
in the pre-curtain speech, but found
will be for mid-term grades . . .
when we saw the name of the piece "drain horror out of the night",
of the greatest countries of the is tl
shades of Monte Cristo . . . Toy the voice uninteresting,—or maybe on the program of this season's to subtlely, but effectively, draw
world, and the greatest neutral, he at (
(we could rhyme wrist-o . . . it was the speech Itslf. I t should plays.
taut the nerves of the audience unhas
no
right to utter any words that ime
have
been
deleted.
but no) . . . who's the joy of the
"They'll never find anyone to til they, like violin strings, were might endanger diplomatic rela- ?:y n
The sinister atmosphere of the play Dan," we said, with the rest almost snapping, "Night Must
place
tions with any nation no matter artii
was number 2 in the b o u t . . . stout play is important, and it was well of the herd, "and even if they did Fair might not have been the triwhat a r e personal feelings may be. am
The Finnish Mass Meeting would have been twice as sucfeller. Skinner . . (we're not established in a number of ways. he wouldn't hold up under a comiiphant terror it was. But Miss
The President has done that too rater
cessful if Winter Park's Mayor Moody had been the only
The set, for instance, excellently parison with Robert Montgomery's Lockhart, as we have said before,
foiling)
often in the past and as a public Th(
speaker on the program. His speech was a masterpiece. In less Hester is thinner after days
designed, placed the mood, which
possesses that understanding which
official he should keep his private \ea] (
than fifty words he expressed completely the sentiments of in bed . . . the head of Dot Lock- the slow dimming of the lights and flawless homicidal bellhop."
sms
to
be
an
intuition
of
what
With alLdue respect to Mr. Montopinions to himself or at least utter icell
the audience. The others who spoke seemed to have entirely
the crashing music courted. Miss
hart
good and what bad theatre; and
forgotten the fact that people who came to the meeting Thurs- should be inches bigger . . . Bow- Lockhart has never been more sure gomery, we never remembered him deftly she keeps to the good. Th; them in the capacity of a private -ms,
from the moment Dudley Darling
citizen not as President of the coun- The
day night were able to read the newspapers too. It was much
of herself, and although we still
stead is the triggertime she has worked an even grea^
try. On the Western front, there is of
worse than having to sit through the same newsreel five wit on this campus . .. his^ come- hold that the "Romantic Age" is swaggered into the scene. We formagic than usual. We are pro- was "local activity", but in England ijt ]
got Dudley Darling, too. Even a t
times in an evening for there you might have the compensatthe finest thing the Players have
backs cramp-us . . .
intermission when the audience was foundly grateful to her for having the government faced a new prob- is^j
ing reward of Lew Lehr.
the KA's . . . a few days ago, or done, this production may stand congregated in excited buzzing done so.
lem, although it has haunted the
The ushers are to be congratulated for so nobly waiting
proudly by its side.
should we say nights?
huddles xn the foyer, discussing the
British for a long time. The Irish
Usually we are uneasy
throughout the evening to take the collection. The choir had
Miss Lockhart's directing is so a r t of Darling's performance, we days directly following a concert are up in arms again, because two —•
little choice in the matter although there were faint rumb- well, all right . . . were bavin* subtle,
so "right", that it is hard didn't remember Dudley. We were or dramatic production, waiting for IRA men hung after having been
their pledge-boys
lings of revolt until they just settled down for a long winter's
play . . . shall we say? . . . army to make any comment on it. One thinking only about Dan the bell- a vitriolic attack upon it from found guilty of participating in a
nap.
mply never conscious of it, ex- hop, wishing with Olivia Grayne someone. But this time it is differ- fatal bombing last August. A new
and navy . . . the weather
At first the noticeable absence of students was annoyingly
gravy . . . (thick and luke- cept the production as a whole, that he would drop the mask, be ent. We are confident that we shall wave of terroristic bombings ocapparent. However as: the evening dragged on its halting feet, like warm)
her polished stamp. We hope his essential self for a dazzling in- not hear even one of the carping curred throughout England. The
. a swarm
we thought of the carefree students in their rooms study- of Phi Delts. . were
dressed up in that the success of this will encour- stant. All through the succeeding clique proclaim "Night Must Fall'' government took immediate steps
ing, at the movies, in the library, and at ' their other wellto give us another sombe
sheets
scenes he held us by the sheer dev- to have been anything but a stun- to put this rebellion down before it
known haunts with more than a touch of regret. The six stuastating power of his projection ning achievement in theatre. And affects the efficiency of the British
dents who were scattered among the townspeople had slowly and haunting the streets . . . andhued drama — and soon.
announcing
of the depraved yet charming mur- for this also we a r e profoundly in the war on the Western Front.
wilted under an overdose of Finnish relief. We heard a fraterdered. There was no stag in our grateful.
The British also promised material
nity active telling a pledge, both of whom were in the choir, the time . . . of incoming dates . . .
we only heard
aid to the Finns.
"We arranged this meeting as the crowning indignity of Hell and Betty Hall . . . in the amateur the words . . .
school,
Week". The pledge replied, "Yes, but it's just as hard for you
that Liberman and Chindahl pa
has been learning to play pool,
In China, a very novel chase is
as it is for us". This was good, sound logic.
made history last p. m. . . . that
taking place. According to official
Seriously though the length of the meeting defeated its and the Chi 0 dance has dates
femme,
in advance such as Alice E . i
sources, the Japanese are chasing
purpose. The amount of money collected is encouraging, but
is really menace number one . .
a ghost. During the Manchurian
Waddell,
if the program had been more inspiring, it would have been
in a nice way,
: 1, Col. 6) Western Reserve Director is invasion eight years ago. General
(Continued from :
larger. Repetition is never good even in comedy. Although and we guess we should tell that we should say . . . the sun
Ma Chan-shan was reportedly killed
Lynn
Naught
Making
Drama
Survey
any one of the speakers would have been good alone, five
rather deserted us on church day,
in action by the Japanese. This inspeeches on the same subject proved too much. It would have and Mitch, and Ann Kruse plue from their perch . . . in the ba wanted besides he, and I sed his
formation was given to the Mikado
Mickey
Harmon
fraternightie
pin,
but
he
sed
he
had
helped if they had compared notes before Thursday night.
cony,
Barclay S. Leathern, professo:
and once such news is given to the
will be there . . . as Leap Year
none becaus he never went to collLynn Goldman and Faith . . . e
ige becaus he was a self made man, the theatre at Western Reserve Un- Mikado it becomes official and can
pairs,
joyed that play . . .
which sounds sort of imposible. iversity, Cleveland, will be in Win- not be revoked. And so the Japaand if you'll keep this instead
(this is too obvious) Confuscious Anyway he sent me his Elks tooth, ter Park within the next week to nese army is chasing a ghost. At
of telling, we'll say that Marge and
saith:
last we have found some humor in
which I wear, and made Wendie visit a t Rollins College.
By THE EARIE ONE
an apple a day is not half as good Davus ask me if I were a man or
Absent on leave from Western war. Too bad we can not do withill make Dubsdread
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
as booze (you choose) which is
a moose, which of coarse I am nee- Reserve, he is touring the country out war and only have the humor.
shag-sappy,
milk of amnesia . . .
visiting theatre groups in commun- Maybe some day we will.
Helen Darling: "Oh, I didn't and we're happy . . . that Donny
ther.
vides no public education, thereKruse and her consequences drove
fore it is not compulsory. The mis- know you were ticklish in THAT
I reely must find Morie now. He ities or institutions on a grant from
John L. Lewis pulled a major surMoore
home
sionary groups in India have de- spot."
is always taking pictures becaus the Rockefeller Foundation. Be- prise last week when he proposed
will play all requests,
Prof. Wattles: "We have here a t and we know that "My Reverie" for awhile . . . (a weekend) the he is interested in phornography, sides directing work in the theatre that the C.I.O. meet in Washington
vised a system whereby education
style now is
is given free of charge. This is Rollins a combination of Coney
and I can tell he is very innalectual at Reserve, he is secretary of the next month to vote on the question
will really be best.
Theatre
Conference, of uniting with the A. F. of L.
working quite well. This group Island, a four-ring circus, the Na- The new gal at Rollins has picked those valentines (we still don't becaus he has such a beautiful car. National
know how)
which, subsidized by the Rockefel- Whether Mr. Lewis is serious and
gives lessons in reading and writ- tional Chataqua and the Junior Blackwood , . . her name is FlorTooshure,
ler Foundation, has its headquar- honest in his proposal remains to be
ing to the people. Before these peo- League.
ence Lacomb (pronounced the that speak . . or squeak . . . or at
Lola.
least say
Bud Waddell: "Gee, I wish I felt
ple can come back to take their
same).
Pss.
An Allumneye named Itch ters a t Western Reserve, where seen.
next lesson, they must teach what productive tonight."
and Freeland's new hair-cut "Hello, sweetheart!" it's a part of Brown is back at skool, and my dear there is a unique connection bethe
stuff,
Glad Evoy: "Give me back ray
they have learned to five illiterates.
(or did i t just shrink?)
her eyelashes are as long as those tween the Theatre Department and
One of the greatest problems in mouth."
could honestly make him the miss- if we may be gruff, and a little I get a t the drug sor. I mean I the Cleveland Play House.
bit the cynic,
India is the lack of housing. India
Prof. Mendell: "He uses long,
Professor is accompanied by Mrs.
ing link . . .
sed to Itch, which is not a very
that Houdini left over . . .
is less than two-thirds as large as descriptive passions."
d could it be that
pretty name but then my real name Leathem, who cooperates in all of
frekuenters of the clinic are Stella
the United States, but has three
Ed Waite: "I didn't listen to Nat
being Dora Grabbwhist, I have his work, and their small daughter.
Gregg, and Con
times as many people. Since it is what my Mother told me."
has missed his bugle? Who took
lerned to be tolerable of others.
Girls Come Stag and Drag to
Carey . . . whose appendix are Itch I sed, is Rollins the same as
primarily agrarian, a great majorJack Buckwalter: "Cut it out—
it?
Shakespir who writes, and then she
last-legging,
Turn Tables on Boys
ity of the people live under a tree I'm not in the mood."
Well, look for it hard in Strong
when you were young and went sed Lola, do you no anything about
our
tricks
are
about
ditto
all their life, so that more land
Pres Wetherell: "I like the sweet,
Hall . . . that's not all,
here, and she sed Yes Lola, every- elocushun, and I sed no, exsept its
might be used to grow crops.
delicate, little things."
We'd better rechristen him "Care- (that rhyme will go begging . . . thing is exactly the same( espeshly a form of capital punnishment and
Chi Omega sorority announces
but this is no sentiment, this is no the menu in beanery. I new jest
The great aim of Indian youth is
Wendy Davis: "Will you give
less" . . .
peeple ar put to death by elocushun with joy and exhilaration its forthverse
to abolish exploitation and -war in up your 'Private Lives' for a pribless Dr. Steel
what she ment becaus t h a t day we
so, quickly, before we should really had Chicken Coquettes which Bud And Miss Lockhard said, Jujing by coming Leap Year Dance. This
order to have a more perfect world. vate life of m e ? "
for his cold . . , tho' he told
your reading, your definishun is Saturday, Fehruary 17th, at Dubsget worse,
They would have a commonwealth
Mary Trendle: "Oh, you mean I
tale out of school, which was
Waddell and some other peeple dis'11 say . . . if we may . . . and krib as Hash that has come to a correct, which was sweet of her, dread Country Club, from 9:30 on.
of free nations, each having an should have begun sooner."
not quite cricket . . .
Danny Moore and his orchestra
and so I worked back stage and
then we'll retreat,
identity of their own. There would
Lolly Phillips: "I'm going to are you one of those who trips on
ad.
helped Dudlie put on his make up will do t h e musical honors. De<^"
be free trade, and abolition of all have twins and get everything the spigots? We make a motion to the whole Rollins family . . .
Drayma has extended her clariun
his dressing room, and Dorthy orations have come all the way
happy heart-beat!
armaments. Perhaps there must be over quick."
they all be
ice to me, Rubye, becaus Dorothy sed Dudly you have on too much from Akron!
Heart-ily yrs.
steps to reach this goal, and the InSally McCaslin: "I heard one uprooted . . . or booted out of the
Lockheart, who is a directer even if lip rouge, which caused Dudlie to
GIRLS! Here's your big opporT. DUSTER
dians are willing to go these first once."
way . . .
dosen cuss a t the acters, sed blush to the souls of his shoes and tunity t o be the master, not the
in order to reach what they conBud Waddell "Let's weave and the tune that rates with us this and P. S. . . . you'll never guess
Hello Lola the other day and I made me jest furyous becaus the mastered. It's girl-bid, and gi'''
sider their Utopia.
sway back and forth for old time's
week . . .
;'re going to be
sed Hello Miss Lockhart and I hear
an a t the store promised me it break! So, round up all the chainsake."
f we may speak
badminton courts
you are doing a play about Fall,
pions and champion-chasers and
as kiss-proof.
Dr. Eduard Benes, former presiAldine Baker. *:Would you send n a critical way . . . is the intrigRec
which comes after that Summer
Well my dear, Morrie is here, give those glad rags a real fling.
dent of Czechoslovakia, has ac-me a Phi Delt. Any Phi Delt will
uing- sway of
by heck,
play she did, and I sed I am a act- only its his brother Babe.
If you're shy, why just come
cepted a. permanent place on thedo. I think I'll have to go out on Let There Be You" . . . the deep- for us to use,
ress, and so she got me on the stage
'doe", so's you still can inflict jus1. and kisses
University of Chicago faculty.
the campus and scout around."
est blue.
so DO!
and let me read something by
tice where justice is due!
Lola.
Dislributor of

Cblleftide Di6est

Valentine . . . a la T. Duster
Sp-ring has come to Rollins
but we know
That Jean and Don, our walking
Valentines, could show
us that spring has been here
all year . . . and Jenelle
could tell
that Life was in the beginning
and will be forever . . . a thing

COMMENTS on
Today's NEWS

O Finland, What Crimes Are Committed
in Thy Name!

Professor of Theatre
Further Letters of
Visits Here on Trip
Lola La Rue

Indian Woman Speaks
On British Rule

OVERHEARD

Chi O's to Hold Leap
Year Dance Saturday j
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Rollins Team Wins WINGS over
^Practice Swimming
ROLLINS
Meet With Stetson

ROLLINS

CO-EDS
IN
SPORTS

By NIN BOND
Goodmorning, student pilots and
laymen!
How
is aviation with you
The Co-eds played a fine basketTar Mermen do Surprisingly
this week ? To us it has been rough
*; Well in All Events; Squad and windy. "W are in a low-pressure ball game last Wednesday evening
against the Purcell Independent
J Shovi's Promise for Future area, no doubt.
Team from Orlando. The score was
R. F. M. (Rollins Funny Man) tied at the call of time, and after
^
By JACK HARRIS
Ehrlich still denies taxiing into an additional quarter Rollins came
>! This last Friday night at the another ship in Alex Knothe's shining through with a final score
"* Orange Court Pool in Orlando the trainer. It took a week to fix that of 44 to Purcell's 41. High scorer
\ Stetson and Rollins Mermen com- wing, George . . . Wes Hausman, for Rollins was Doris Hogan, who
^ bined their Freshmen and Varsity who along with Jack Keller is out snagged 25 of our points and Pike
A material in a practice meet. The in front in solo hours, came mighty of Purcell, making 18 points, was
Practice started a t eight o'clock close to . . . (You tell them, Wes!) high scorer for that team.
^ and was through about ten. The . . . If Bruce Edmands would look
Line ups for the game were:
, Eollins Mermen did a great deal at the rear wheel of that motor- ROLLINS
PURCELL
f, more than was expected against cycle, he wouldn't be in quite the Hogan
RF
Ragland
Ij Stetson. The Stetson team has had hurry he is to get to the airport. Hugli
LF
Kruse
JJ two practices since the beginning Maybe Bruce wants to get his McCaslin
CF
Pike
I, of the year and there are many of wings in a hurry! . . . Last Thurs- G. Young
SC
Wilson,
. our men who have either been sick 'day the fellows a t the airport got
SC
Cadwell
. or have not had the opportunity tired of seeing Ray Hickok around Johnson,
RG
Sullivan
. to be in the water since the Intra- the field so they let him solo. He Stoddard
RG
, mural meets last fall. The final has now piled up the record solo P. Young
LG
Sanbome
. outcome of the practice put Rol time of ten minutes! Atta-boy Ray!
LG
Kelly
•. lins ahead by a considerable mar . . . That sterling football stalReferee; Mit s Helen Evans
I ginwart, Lou Bethea. made his flying
Scorer: Lyn le Leonard
touch-down
.
.
.
He
soloed
Thurs^ ' In the freestyle, backstroke, and
Timer: Betty Winton
breaststroke there were either two day, too.
, or three heats to each of the events,
Did you know . . . that TaylorI barnstorming for years. He
; These all consisted of one lap each craft got the light-plane safety has even flown class 3-M ships. ( To
^' or two lengths of the pool which trophy for the third successive laymen such as we these are big
' is fifty feet long. Por vairsity year . . . that there was 64 per planes with more than one motor.)
there were three heats of plunges cent increase in airline passengers Nice going. Dud!
• to give the swimmers a rest be- this December over last December
Did you know . . . that on March
fore the medley relay. This event . . .that Bob Blackwood's family 29th there will be a celebration of
' again hafl three heats. As in all owns the prettiest twin-motored all aviation (we hope), for on that
the rest of the events one Rollins "Beechcraft" we ever saw (Bob is date it will be a year since there
' man and one Stetson man swam quite a pilot on his own hook, too) was a death of any kind in airline
I against each other. The race con- . . . that all of Instructor Kerlin's transportation . . . This should
sisted of three lengths of the pool. students have soloed . . . that prove something to you train pasThe first length was the breast- Frank Bowes is going to be an
sengers.
stroke; the second, backstroke; and onautical engineer. (That is some
We want to apolgoize for not
the third freestyle. The next event star to shoot at, Frank!)
getting the girls' point of view this
was a short intermission of pracDid you know . . . that Dud Mc week and hope to have it next
tice turns; i.e. flip turn used in Gowan has quite a record in avia
time. Goodbye for now, students,
the backstroke and the regular tion already. We find that he has
pilots and laymen . . .
standard turns in the free style.
One of the Stetson men did some
^ beautiful diving exhibition and one to work for between now arid reg* of ours did some diving. The relay ular meets in the spring.
The following men received first
Consisting of six men on a team
New lot of JIG-SAW puzzles
'was the last event. To top the place in one or more events: Ed
for rent
*meet off the team had a short Waite, Cecil Butt, Jack Harris,
'game of water polo which was Pete Crawford. The other memvery vigorous while it lasted, but bers of the squad were Julian Mai starting several members of the whinney, Don Hayford, Kenneth
'team swallowed a little too much Scudder, James Edwards and Clark
Kemp.
' water.

Rollins Press Store

The practice meet was a great
' deal of fun for everybody and was
excellent practice for the two
teams.
The team hopes to have another
one of these practice meets soon
as it helps each team and gives
the swimmers spirit and something

AMERICAN
HOUGH'S
FOOD SHOP
QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520
Park Ave.

Launderers

Drycleaners

•
CAMPUS AGENTS

Sautrday - Sunday and Monday
More top notch entertainment by
top notch stars. A program you
can't afford to miss.
"I TAKE THIS WOMAN"
with
Spencer Tracy
Hedy Lamarr

1939 Packard
Conv. Coupe
1937 Packard
Conv. Coupe
1936 Pontiac
Conv. Coupe
1937 Chrysler
Sedan

$945
$595
$395
$645

Black pleated trousers.
Black or maroon cummerbund.
Dance this spring in comfort.

R. C. BAKER
at the corner, downtown

148 W. SOUTH ST.

ORANGE-BUICK
COMPANY
333 No. Orange
Phone 5410

ORLANDO

SOUTHERN DAIRIES

SEALTEST ICE CREAM

Just the thing for

It's no news that balmy days,
swimmin* weather and spring vacation are just around the next orange grove.
What is news is the glorious
bloom found in American spring
clothes . . . mind you, I said American clothes. Our very own designers
have given us the most wearable
matched ensembles that have ever
ridden in a 1940 convertible.
For instance, the ultimate in col, zip and practicality is a fast
color, cotton cord handbag of Mexican stripes . . . And right on the
next counter is a perfectly matching belt! These matching bags and
belts come in yummie pastels too
. . . and I mean to tell you, they are
good looking!
Now lend an ear to a cordial invitation . . . the next time you and
your friends are down town make
my headquarters your meeting
place . . . feel at home to loiter,
linger and look all you want. Feel
free to make our store your downtown gathering spot.
And now . . . here's an answer tc
the question, "What shall I wear
the next time I go out to play?
Make "him" see spots when he casts
his eyes upon you in one of these
"Sun spots" . . . dress, turban and
handbag to match . . . of polka dot,
fast color cotton. P. S. There are
also matching shorts and shirts to
take along to slip into when you get
to the beach. Rockinchair, the
manufacturer of marvelously tailored clothes, has made this matchable or mixable outfit. Each piece
comes in delectable pastel grounds
with white polka dots or white
ground with colored dots . . . just
match 'em or mix 'em to suit the
queen's taste.
If you are budget minded . . . and
aren't we all ? . . . picture yourself
in a pastel silk jersey blouse . . .
with shirred lastex waistband and
two zipper fasteners for shoulder
seams. Thy will reflect a mighty
lot of glory for a very few cents.
Remember now. Nifty has told
you to watch American designers'
contribution to fashion . . . beautifully matched ensembles that grow
out of our gay and happy American
lives. They are the fashion keynote of the season . . . they were
made for us, for the sort of lives
we live, so we in turn love them.

Tlifti^
BOOKS

SMART BEACH WEAR
GABARDINE SKIRTS

Enchanting
"hint-o'-spring"
evening dresses just arrived

TOWN and COUNTRY SHOP
Angebilt Hotel BIdg.

ORLANDO

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
INCOEPOEATED
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
J. Walter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord Ave.
Phone 5861
Orlando, Florida

WASHING, POLISHING, SIMONIZING
GREASING — 75c ANY CAR

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
E. Park & Fairbanks

Winter Pari

Coeds! . . .
Our buyer returned Monday
with a huge selection of superb spring formals . . . to
assure you the envied title of
loveliest and smartest of all
the "escorts" at your girlbreak

Leap Year Dance
or any formal affair
IN JERSEYS, NET, TAFFETA,
SATIN, LACES, AND OTHERS
For your daytime wear (and "HE" is still watching
you!) you can't beat our chambrays, sweaters,
skirts, jackets, dresses, play-suits and resort-wear.

and

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

The Lending

BUCK JOHNSON and JOHN GIANTONIO

Library

Campus Agents

Clothes for Smart Co-eds

smart

The Newest

of

LOHR-LEA

ORLANDO

is served exclusive in the Beanery

A complete assortment

Navy Blue and White

YOWELL-DREW'S

New silk prints with
top-coats

Diclison-Ives

in

in miniature
An exhibition of 363 models representing the entire United
States fleet — aircraft carriers,
battleships, submarines, destroyers — all assembled in one spot
. . . a sight no human eye has
ever seen in life size! This is
just one of the many exhibits to
be seen in Yowell-Drew's Hobby
Show which will last through
Saturday, February 17th. You're
invited to come in and see the
sntire show.

Spring!

Week beginning Feb. 15th
Thursday and Friday
A Lovable, Laughable Comedy
Hit! With the screen's finest
characters.
"THE SHOP AROUND
THE CORNER"
with
Margaret Sullivan
James Stewart
Frank Morgan

See the

U. S. NAVY

—Rollins Alumnus—

BABY GRAND

Winter Park Phone 287R

White lounge jacket, either single or double breasted,
as you wish Shawl lapels, full shoulders, slender
waist.

Davis Office Supply

REAL ESTATE BROKER
Tel. 400
100 Park Ave.

BUICK OFFERS

Orlando Phone 9835

With a smooth, sparking vie
tory over Tampa U. last Thurs
day night, the Rollins Tars swung
into first place in State basketball competition. Phillips with 23
points and Justice with 21 points
piled up most of Rollins 62 points,
The Spartans accumulated 48
points. Buchan of Tampa sank 26
points for high-scorer honors.
As usual when Tampa and Rol
lins meet, the action was fast, bitter, and rough. Jumping Joe Ju
tice sea a hot pace for the Tars
in the first two periods. At the
half the Tars were ahead 35-26.
Phillips carried the torch during
most of the second half, but the
Tars were never seriously threatened. Brankert led for Rollins with
personal fouls, having picked up
, t ^ ^ J O E JUSTICE,
four.
By virtue of this win over Tampa, Rollins has now played and de- 3, Lingerfelt 5, Daugherty, The
feated every Florida college-rank last three listed are guards.
team with the exception of the
University of Florida which RolRoyal Typewriters
lins does not play this year.
Sales and Service
Rollins players and individual
All Makes Used Typewriters
scores: Jones 2, Tolson, 2, Justice
21, Brady 9, Phillips 23, Brankert
Company
29 E. Pine St.
Orlando
Phone 5114-5115

Church St.
DAY PHONE 75
NIGHT PHONE 319W

DATSON
Products

The Alpha Phi's honored Flornce Maston Valere with a shower
n Fox Hall Monday evening.

Phillips and Justice Lead
Rollins to Top in State

RAY GREENE

Tuesday and Wednesday
Our season of hits reaches a
peak with the one show of shows.
The one movie Hollywood dared
to make.
"OF MICE and MEN"
•with
Burgess Meredith

Safe, Pasteurized Dairy

Florence Valerie Honored

Cagers Score 62-48
Victory Over Tampa

ANDY'S GARAGE

Joe Justice
Sam Hardman

Dairies, Inc.
The New
Palm
Beach
Evening
Formals
S18.50

SANDSPUR

REVISED CREW SCHEDULE
The crew schedule had to be
revised at the last moment owing to the fact that one of the
fraternities was unable to boat
a crew. This schedule is also
subject to change at a moment's
notice should any of the entered
crews fail to qualify by the tirae
of the first race; four o'clock on
Friday, February 16.
This schedule automatically
cancels those now on dormitory
bulletin boards.
Friday, February 16—
X Club vs Independents
K. A. vs Lambda Chi Alpha
Saturday, Feb. 17—
Phi Delta Theta vs Independents
X Club vs K. A.
Tuesday, Feb. 20—
Lambda Chi Alpha vs Phi
Delta Theta
Independents vs K. A.
Friday, Feb. 23—
X Club vs Phi Delta Theta
Lambda Chi Alpha vs Independents
Saturday, Feb. 24—
X Club vs Lambda Chi
Alpha
Phi Delta Theta vs K. A.
All crews must have practiced
the minimum of twelve times by
Friday afternoon in order to
qualify. Oars in controversy will
be decided by the rowers. No
oars may be hidden.

We solicit your business as a home town concern.
Winter Park

Phone 413

18 W. CENTRAL

THE

BOOKERY

ROLLINS

"You Can't Take It
With You" Will Be
Given Next Week

SANDSPUR

Band Gives Concert
Founders* Week to
Begin, February 20 On Thursday Evening
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)

The Eollins College 46-piece
Band will be presented in its first
public concert of the year a t 8:15
tomorrow evening, February 15, in
the Winter Park High School AuPulitzer Prize-Winning Play
ditorium, when an entertaining and
diversified program will be given
Has Grandpa Vanderhofs
under the direction of Eugene A.
Philosophy and Family
7:30 P. M.—Annual Founders' Sturchio, band leader.
Moss Hart's and George Kauf- Week Dinner. Mrs. M. H. Wilcox,
Appearing as soloists will be
man's Pulitzer Prize Winning Play, chairman. College Commons. Open Winifred R. Oren, Claire Gibeault,
"You Can't Take It With You", will to the Public. ($3.00. Reservations Frank Manuel, and Warren I Titus,
be the Founder's Week attraction tlirouigh Mrs. Wilcox, telephone who will also direct the opening
of the Rollins Student Players. It 105.)
8:15 P. M.—Dramatic Production, march by Sousa.
will be presented a t evening shows
Leading the band in two of the
Thursday, February 22 and Satur- "You Can't Take It With You", by
numbers will be guest conductor
day, February 24, and a t a matinee the Rollins Student Players. Annie
Frank G. Sturchio, director of the
performance, 2:30 Saturday after- Russell Theatre. (50c to $1.00.)
West Palm Beach Municipal Band
Sunday, February 25
noon.
SENORA DE PALENCIA
9:45 A. M. — Founders' Week and brother of the Rollins 'and
The show is so well known in
leader. Also the organizer and diMorning
Meditation.
Sermon
by
Dr.
both the stage and cinematic verrector of the Jaycee School Band
sions that there is hardly any need Joseph Richard Sizoo. Knowles Me- in West Palm Beach, which has
for a re-hash of the plot, but, for morial Chapel. Doors open a t 9:15 won several prizes in state band
the benefit of those who had double a. m. The nave will be reserved for competition, Frank Sturchio has
pneumonia the week it came to the College and Alumni until 9:40 been conducting bands and orchestown, herewith is presented in brief a. m. The remainder of the Chapel tras since he was fifteen years of
Grandpa Vanderhof and Company. is open to the Public.
age. Like Eugene Sturchio, he re- Isabel de Palencia, an authority
The plot is interested only in the 2:30 P. M.—"Rollins Animated ceived his early musical training on Spanish culture, will speak a t
many antics and the philosophy of Magazine", Vol. XIII, No. 1. Pres- under his father, Alfredo Sturchio. the Winter Park Women's Club,
ident
Hamilton
Holt,
editor;
Dr.
relation of Grandpa Vanderhofs
Later he attended the Royal Con- under the auspices of the Spanish
assorted progeny and relations. Edwin Osgood Grover, publisher. servatory of Music a t Naples, Italy, Institute of Florida, on February
Grandpa has been "relaxing" for College Campus. (General admis- and the Tito Belati School of Mu- 21. Following the lecture she will
sion,
free.
Reserved
seat
tickets
at
thirty years, because one day as he
sic of Feruggia, Italy, specializing be the guest of honor a t a tea spon
was going up to his Wall Street $1.00 may be obtained a t the Box in instrumentation, theory, har- sored by the American Association
office, he decided that that wasn't Office, Annie Russell Theatre, from mony, composition and conducting. of University Women.
the life for him—that he wasn't four to six each week day through
Senora de Palencia has spent her
Eugene Sturchio studied a t In"having any fun" — turned around February 24.) In case of rain, the
life in promoting interest in
and came down the elevator again, "Magazine" will be "published" in diana University and at Marion
rich artistic and social tradition
and never went back. Ever since the Annie Russell Theatre, the College in Indiana. Before coming
of Spain. Alfonso XIII and thi
then, he has collected snakes and Knowles Mmorial Chapel, and Rec- to Florida he was a prominent
high school band leader in Indiana, Spanish Ministers of Foreign Afgone to Columbia University com- reation Hall.
directing the Osian High School fairs and Public Instruction gave
mencements. Grandpa's daughter.
Monday, February 26
her their official commendation for
Penny Sycamore, a "round little
9:30 A. M. — Academic Proces- band fo rthree years, the Warren her work in advancing the knowl
woman of fifty," writes plays be- sion forms at Carnegie Hall. Pro- High School band and the school
edge of Spanish culture. She is
cause eight years ago a typewriter fessor Edward F. Weinberg, mar- band in Bluffton for two years
the author of several novels, short
each.
was delivered at the house by mis- shal.
There will be an admission fee stories, and plays, and, in addition
take. Penny's husband, Paul, makes
10:00 A. M.—Founders' Day Conhas written a book on Spanish cos
firecrackers in the basement with vocation. Address, "The Printed of 25 cents for the concert, and
tume and another on child psychol
the help of Mr. DePinna, who Word", by Dr. John H. Finley. tickets may be secured at the Rology. She has also served as tht
walked in eight years ago and "just Knowles Memorial Chapel. Doors lins Conservatory of Music or at
Madrid correspondent of the Lon
stayed". Essie Carmiehael, nee open at 9:15 a. m. No admittance the door of the auditorium Thursdon DAILY HERALD.
Sycamore, is a toe-dancer of "eet until after the academic procession day evening.
steenks" fame. Her husband, Ed, is seated, except by ticket. Replays the xylophone and prints for served seats will not be held later
the love of printing. Other screw- than 9:55 a. m.
balls include a Russian ballet danc4:00 P. M.—Lecture, "America's
er, a Russian countess who works in Foreign Policy — Yesterday and
VALENTINE
^
WEEK-END
Child's Restaurant, and a drunken Today," by Dr. Thomas Chalmers.
GREETINGS
«j5
DANCES
actress. The only sane member of High School Auditorium. (Collecthe family is Alice Sycamore, at- tion.)
CORSAGES AND BOUQUETS
tractive daughter of Fenny and
Tulips, daffodils, iris, sweet peas, pansies, roses,
Paul. She is in love with the boss'
this, the fireworks all blow up in
orchids, gardenias, and many others in rgeular stock
son, Tony Kirby, and that is where
the cellar.
236 No. Orange Ave.
Phone 3139
most of the trouble starts.
As a result, the whole family, inMr. and Mrs. Kirby are invited cluding Mr. and Mrs. Kirby, spend
in to dinner and arrive on the wrong the night in jail. Alice decides that
ORLANDO
night when each member of the it just wouldn't be possible for Tony
family is engaged in his favorite and her to get married, because of
occupation and confusion reigns su- the differences between their famipreme. Mr. and Mrs. Kirby are lies. The third act is devoted to
not — sad to say — the "relaxed" straightening out Tony's and Alice's
type. Just as they are about to romance and showing Mr. Kirby
leave, three G-men walk in to ar- how much of life he has missed by
rest Ed for printing subversive working so hard and playing so
literature and sneaking it into peo- little. Needless to say, everything
ple's homes in the boxes of candy ends happily on the usual screwy
that Essie makes. In the midst of note.
morial Vesper Service. Knowles
Memorial Chapel.
5:00 P. M.—Gay Nineties Tea,
honoring the Fiftieth Reunion
Glass. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mowbray's Home, 442 Chase Avenue.
6:00 P. M.—Class and Group Re-

Authority on Spanish
Culture Speaks Here

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1940
Phi Delts Initiate Five

Rollins Debaters
Meet Wake Forest
At Alabama Hotel
Babcock and Davis Argue
With Carolinians on Isolation From Europe
A Rollins Varsity Debate Team
met strong opposition when it tackled the team from Wake Forest
Sunday night a t the Alabama Hotel, but in spite of the fact that the
visitors have the reputation of
being some of the best speakers
in the south, the Rollins duo held
its own. The Rollins team was composed of Freeland Babcock and
Wesley Davis, sophomores, both of
whom have enviable records as
public speakers a t Rollins and elsewhere, and who promise to carry
off many honors in this field.
The subject for discussion was,
"Resolved, that the United States
should adopt a policy of strict military and economic isolation toward all nations outside the western hemisphere engaged in armed
civil, or international conflict".
Technical as it may seem, the lively
arguments added zest to the discussion, and drew the acclaim of

Chapel Choir Appears
With Swarthout in
Recital, February 15

Florida Beta of Phi Delta Theta
announces the formal initiation of
Thomas Knight, Clyde Jones, Sam
The Rollins Chapel Choir has
Hardman, Egbert Hadley, and John been asked to sing with Gladys
Fleeger on Sunday afternoon, Feb- Swarthout, Thursday evening, Feb.
ruary 15, a t 8:15 in the American
ruaiy 11.
Legion Auditorium. They will sing
the audience, composed of hotel Malotte's popular "Lord's Prayer"
guests, townspeople, and Rollins with Miss Swarthout. The Civic
Music Association Committee restudents.
quested the choir to sing this numThe Rollins chapter of Pi Kappa
ber because of its effectiveness on
Delta sponsors the debate team
the Ford Sunday Evening Hour
which expects to meet some 12 to
when Miss Swarthout sang it with
15 northern colleges in home dethe Ford Chorus. Christopher 0.
bates on the same question. These
Honaas will conduct the number.
debates will be held a t various
It is a great honor for the Choir
Hotels and on the Rollins Campus.
In addition, the team expects to to be invited to sing with an intermake a t least two trips through the nationally known radio and movie
Southern States, one of which will star and member of the Metropolbe the national Pi Kappa Delta itan Opera Company.
Convention a t Knoxville late in
March. Rollins speakers have takPhi Beta Has Auditions
en high honors in past conventions,
Last Tuesday night, February 6,
and hope to do even better this the alumnae and campus members
year.
of Phi Beta, honorary music and
As an out-growth of the Debate dramatic fraternity, held auditions
class, there are now eight Debat- in the Dyer Memorial Building for
ing Teams who will meet the teams students outstanding in music and
from the north, yet there is still dramatics.
room for more debaters, and anyThose asked into membership
one intrested is urged to contact included Phillipa Herman, Mary
Freeland Babcock, Manager of the Elizabeth Upchurch, Erika Heyder,
Team, in order that his name may Anne Searle, and Marelle Haley.
be included in the list of prospec- Pledging is to take place Sunday,
tive debaters.
February 18.

A N N M I L L E R , star o* »)ag« and scresn, now appearing
in George Whire's Scandals, is definitely Ihe outstanding
dance discovery of our time - . . and a discovery more and
more smokers ore molttng everyday Is ttiat CHESTERFIELDS
are COOLER, BEHER-TASTING and DEFINITELY MIIDEK.

Flovrers mean perfection for

VIOLET-DELL FLORIST

S^-^-M
^A^c.oR

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Handmade and Manmade Suits
Here's

opportunity for discriminating men and women to M
have their suits made by expert tailors.
'^

Imported and Domestic Materials
Originally "PETE THE TAILOR"
48 West Central

Phone 7544

For extra prompt and efficient service
on home or auto radios — call 115
Emerson and RCA Victor Radios

LAIRD'S RADIO SERVICE
Work called for and delivered.

AND
Here's a love story that glows under the
famed L u b i t s c h " t o u c h " ! If you liked
"Ninotchka", "Goodbye Mr. Chips" and
"Pygmalion."—there's romance and enjoyment for you just around the corner with
Maiigaret

James ("Mr. Smith")

SULLAVAN STEWART
IN ERNST LUBITSCH'S

THE SHOP AROUND
THE CORNER"
WUh FRANK MORGAN
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT

College Garage

"I TAKE THIS WOMAN"
with

Hedy

LAMARR

You'll always find these
two qualities at their best, plus a
far cooler smoke, in Chesterfield's
Right Combination of the world's
best cigarette tobaccos.

TIRES
General and Yale
•
BATTERIES
Willard and Pure
•
All types of expert service rendered
promptly and efficiently

IVlake your next pack Chesterfield and
see for yourself why one smoker tells another
They Satisfy. You can't buy a better cigarette.
MAffE YOUR

SATURDAY - SUNDAY - MONDAY

Spencer

BETTER-TASTING

Phone 115 — 24-Hour Duty

F e l i x B r e S S a r t lF«»nvComn,i.«.rol"Nlnoiciiol)

TRACY

'er

U

tiZXl

PACK

Have a complete check-up before Founders' Week

lesteriielc

The Cooler, Better-Tasting, DEFINITELY MILDER Cigarette
Copyright 1940, LIGGETT & MVERS TOBACCO C O .

